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Seniors Reflect on Their MLC Education
It’s an exciting time for graduates as they embark on the next step—to the
seminary or to their own classrooms, whether in Michigan, California, Russia,
Peru—or maybe your high school! Exciting, yes, but it’s hard to say goodbye.
MLC isn't like other colleges. The relationships built on the bond of faith can
never be replaced. Listen as a few of the graduates reflect:
Becky Flad (Luther): How can I tell someone how much MLC has meant to
me? I met my best friends here, I grew to trust God in ways I didn't before,
and I met my fiancé. I excelled and I struggled. I owe so much of what I am to
this school. I thank God for the blessing MLC has been to me. Becky was
assigned to St. Croix LHS.
Rachel Sellnow (MLS): I’ve loved all the activities at MLC. Whether it’s
intramurals, plays, or hanging out with friends, there’s never a dull moment!
MLC has shown me everything I know about being a teacher and a called
worker. MLC has boosted my confidence, and I know God is with me every
step of the way. Rachel was assigned to LPS.
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Christian Marquardt (Shoreland): What I've enjoyed most about MLC is all
the great Christian men and women I've met here. I’ll miss my good friends.
Despite all the work, it's been a great four years. Christian will continue his
training at Wisconsin Lutheran Seminary.
Samantha Barber (HVL): I will miss chapel. The daily encouragement from
worshiping with fellow brothers and sisters in Christ is absolutely amazing!
Samantha was assigned to Nebraska LHS.
Alyssa Stern (KML): This place has become my home, and it's very hard to
leave. Alyssa was assigned to FVL.
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Laura Miller (Evergreen LHS): MLC blessed me with a family. I loved being
a part of active ministry and training with friends and professors in Christ. I
was instructed in many different ways, but I learned most of all that being
surrounded by my brothers and sisters far away from home was a comfort.
Laura Miller will teach English in Southeast Asia.
Zach Belter (FVL): The only thing I can say to those coming in or thinking
about it is to just try it. You will surprise yourself at what you will find out
about yourself when you get here. When you’re here, try everything, meet
new people, and just have fun with everything. Zach was assigned to
Resurrection-Rochester MN, grades 5-6.
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